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Ingenta and Other Journal Alerts
May 22, 2008
Dear Patrons,
In order to provide you with the best mix of information sources and tools in accordance with a tight budget, our
library faculty continually evaluate alternative means of delivering resources. For example, in 2001 we initiated
table-of-contents alerts via e-mail.
After May 31, 2008, the Zach S. Henderson Library will no longer have access to Ingenta Gateway and Reveal,
which has been one of our tools for providing alerts for journal articles. We will continue to provide access to
several alerting services through many of our databases, such as those on EBSCOHost (instructions here), which
provide e-mail and RSS options. This way you can receive free alerts (with direct links) through your e-mail or
blog reader, for new articles which fit your own customized searches, or new tables of content from your favorite
journals.
In addition, we provide indexes and tables of content for a wide range of resources, available via GALILEO. And
of course all of our electronic journals are available via the “Electronic Journals A-Z” button on the library
homepage.
For assistance with journal alerts or other questions, your Subject Specialist Librarians are eager to help.
Or IM, call, or drop by the Reference Desk.
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